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INVERSE SEMIGROUPS DETERMINED BY THEIR LATTICES 
OF INVERSE SUBSEMIGROUPS 
PETER R. JONES, Perth 
(Received October 18, 1978) 
This paper is concerned with the determinability of inverse semigroups, or of classes 
of inverse semigroups, by their lattices of inverse subsemigroups. In a previous paper 
[14] the author showed after proving some general results that every lattice iso-
morphism of the free inverse semigroup ^J^ upon an inverse semigroup Tis induced 
by a unique isomorphism oî^J^ upon T. In this paper the general results are extended 
to arbitrary inverse semigroups and applied to various classes of inverse semigroups. 
In particular it is shown that the free product of two groups in the category of inverse 
semigroups is determined by its lattice of inverse subsemigroups. 
In Section 1 we show that if Ф is a lattice isomorphism between inverse semigroups S 
and T, there is a "weak isomorphism" of E^ upon £ j , an ^-and c^-preserving bijec-
tion of the "non-subgroup" elements of S upon those of T and a comparabiUty-
preserving bijection of the poset ß{S) of ^-classes of S upon the poset ß{T) of 
^-classes of T. 
Using these results we show, for example (in Section 2) that if £ is a semilattice, 
the class of simple inverse semigroups with semilattice of idempotents isomorphic 
with E is closed under lattice isomorphisms. 
In Section 3, the general results are speciahzed a little to E-unitary in\^erse semi-
groups. Under some natural weak assumptions, it is shown (Theorems 3.4, 3.10) 
that if S is E-unitary and S^{S) ~ ^{Т), then T is also E-unitary, E^ = Ej, and 
moreover ^{Sja) = ^(Tja), the lattice isomorphisms commuting in a certain sense. 
In particularthisistrueif S has a set of non-idempotent generators. As a consequence 
we prove (Theorem 3.12) that the class of quasi-free inverse semigroups [29] of 
given rank is closed under lattice isomorphisms. 
The foregoing results are applied in Section 4 to prove the result stated earlier: 
the free product of two groups in the category of inverse semigroups [18, 21] is 
determined by its lattice of inverse subsemigroups, (thus answering in this special 
case a question posed by Preston in [27, Problem 7]). If the groups are torsion-free 
the lattice isomorphism is induced by a (semigroup) isomorphism but whether the 
same is true in general the author does not know. This theorem is the analogue to 
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that of Sadovskïi for the free product of two non-trivial groups in the category of 
groups. It is of interest to note that either of the groups may be trivial in our case. 
Recall from [14] that by a lattice isomorphism [L-isomorphism, structural 
isomorphism or projectivity] Ф of an inverse semigroup S upon another Twe mean 
an isomorphism of <^{S) upon J^(T) (where ^(S) denotes the lattice of inverse 
subsemigroups of S, including the empty inverse subsemigroup). A mapping ф is 
said to induce Ф if АФ = Аф for all A in ^{S). 
To say that a class ^ of inverse semigroups is closed under lattice isomorphisms 
means that if 5 e ^ and ^{S) = ^{Т) then Te^€. A stronger property is to say 
that an inverse semigroup is determined by its lattice of inverse subsemigroups — 
that is if if(S) ^ J^(T) then S ^ T. (Equivalently the class [S] is closed under 
lattice isomorphisms.) We say S is strongly determined by ^{S) if every lattice 
isomorphism of S upon T is induced by an isomorphism of S upon T. We prove 
results of each type, (for example the theorems quoted above, on quasi-free inverse 
semigroups, free products of groups and free inverse semigroups respectively). 
1. LATTICE ISOMORPHISMS 
Throughout this section S and T are inverse semigroups and Ф is a lattice iso­
morphism of iS upon T.lf A £ 5, then E^ or E[A) will denote the set of idempotents 
of A. For all other terminology the reader is referred to [14] (or to [3, 12] for basic 
properties of inverse semigroups and [2] for lattice-theoretic results). 
Result 1.1. ([14, Lemma 1.1]), There is a unique bijection ф^ of Es upon Ej such 
that {e} Ф = {СФЕ} for all e E ES- In addition ф^ satisfies 
(0 ejf if and only if eфE)KfфE. 
(ii) e II / implies {ef) ФЕ - (вф^) (/ф^). 
(Recall that if (P, g ) is a poset then p !^ q if p and q are comparable, and p || q 
otherwise). Where no confusion arises we will write ф for ф^. Such bijections between 
semigroups were called weak isomorphisms by Severin [32]. It is easily seen that 
a weak isomorphism is an isomorphism if and only if it is order-preserving, a fact 
which will be used without comment. 
As an immediate consequence of Result 1.1, Ф maps a m.aximal subgroup H^ 
of S, e e Es, to the maximal subgroup Н^ф of T. Further, 
Result 1.2. ([14, Proposition 1.4]). / / S is completely semisimple, so is T. 
Most of the results in [14] were proved for completely semisimple inverse semi­
groups (those for which no two distinct ^-related idempotents are comparable). 
Before going on to generalize those results we state first a result from [6] and [17], 
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whose fundamental importance to this paper stems from the well known fact that 
every inverse semigroup which is not completely semisimple contains a copy of 
bicyclic semigroup as an inverse subsemigroup. 
Result 1.3. ([6, 17]). The bicyclic semigroup В is strongly determined by its 
lattice of inverse subsemigroups — in fact every lattice isomorphism of В upon T 
is induced by a unique isomorphism. 
By Result 1.1, the restriction of this isomorphism to the idempotents of Б is just ф^. 
Ersova [6] proved the weaker version of this result but also proved more generally 
that any infinite elementary inverse semigroup is determined, weakly, by its lattice 
of inverse subsemigroups. 
Lemma 1.4. If S = <(x), an elementary inverse semigroup, then T is also ele­
mentary. 
Proof. If S is a group, this follows from results of Ore [26]; see [33, Chapter 1]. 
If xx~^ II x~^x, the proof is identical with that of [14, Lemma 1.5] noting again 
that M = S\{x, x~^} is the maximum proper inverse subsemigroup of S. 
If xx~^ ^ x~^x then S is bicycHc, by [3, Lemma 1.31], so Tis also, by Result 1.3. 
In order to strengthen this lemma and for use in the sequel we require a description 
of the elementary (or monogenic) inverse semigroups. These were classified by 
Gluskin [7] and more succinctly by Ersova [5]; for a lucid account see [4, p. 27 — 28]. 
An elementary inverse semigroup S = <x> is of one of the following types: 
(I) a cyclic group; 
(II) the free elementary inverse semigroup J^y^ ; 
(III) defined by the relations x"x~" = %~"x", x"" '̂" = x", n ^ 2, m ^ 0, whence S 
is completely semisimple, with a group kernel generated by x'^'^^x"" (as an inverse 
subsemigroup); 
(IV) bicyclic; 
or (V) defined by the relation (x^x"") (x~ V ) = x""x", n ^ 2, (or its dual) whence S 
has a bicyclic kernel, generated by x"'^^x~", (or, dually, by x~^" + ^V) . 
When 5' has a kernel K, S is an ideal extension of К by ^jf^jl^, where /„ is the 
ideal of J^c/^ generated by x". 
Lemma 1.5. If S = <(x>, not a group, then there exists a unique generator y of T 
such that (xx~^) ф — yy~^ and (x~"^x) ф = y'^y. 
Proof. Clearly S has one of the types (ll) to (V) above. Types (II) and (III) were 
covered in parts (i) and (ii) of the proof of [14, Lemma 1.6]. 
If S is of type (IV), that is bicyclic, let y be the image of x under the unique iso­
morphism upon Г which induces Ф (Result 1.3). 
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If s is of type (V), then by the comments following Result 1.3, T ^ S, for S is 
certainly infinite. Moreover if Kg, Kj denote the kernels of S and T respectively, 
К^Ф = Kj, and the restriction of Ф^ to Е{К^) is an isomorphism upon E(Kj), 
by Result 1.3. Then an argument almost identical with that of part (ii) of the proof 
of [14, Lemma 1.6], (replacing the identity 0^ of the subgroup kernel there by the 
semilattice Е(К^) of idempotents of the bicyclic kernel and noting the final sentence 
in the description of the elementary inverse semigroups above) yields the required 
result. 
(Note that even if S is a (cyclic) group there is still of course such a generator y, 
but the properties above do not then define y uniquely). 
Combining this lemma with Result 1.1 we have 
Proposition 1.6. For each x in S, either idempotent or in no subgroup of S, there 
is a unique element y of Tsuch that <x> Ф = {y}, (xx~^) ф = yy~^ and(x~^x) ф = 
= y~^y-
Combining this proposition with the comments preceding it and with those 
preceding Result 1.2 yields a technical point which will be useful in the sequel: for 
any X in S there exists y in Tsuch that y e Я(^ХХ-^)Ф ^ <-̂ > ^^ (^^^ У generates <x> Ф). 
Corollary 1.7. The mapping x\-^ у defines a partial one-to-one map ф of S into Г, 
extending ФЕ and taking S\{[JeeEs^e) ^^^^ T\([jfçE^Hf). Further ф and ф~^ 
Ш- and ^-preserving. If 0 is any homomorphism of S upon T which induces Ф, 
then хв = хф, wherever хф is defined. 
Proof. The bijectivity of ф between the non-subgroup elements of S and those 
of Г comes from applying the above arguments to the lattice isomorphism Ф~^ 
of T upon S. 
Now suppose s, t e S and sф, tф are defined. Then s ^ t iff ss~^ = tt~^ iff* (sф). 
.{sф)-' = {ss-')ф = {tt-')ф = {tф){tф)-' iiï sфmtф. 
The final statement follows from the uniqueness of y in Proposition 1.6. 
In particular if S is combinatorial (whence by [14, Corollary 1.3] so is Г), ф is 
therefore a bijection of S upon Tand if Ö is a homomorphism of S upon Tinducing Ф, 
then в = ф. For instance, in Result 1.3 the isomorphism of В inducing a lattice 
isomorphism Ф of J^(-ß) must in fact be ф. 
Denote by ^(U) the set of ^-classes of a semigroup U, 
Proposition 1.8. / / e,feEs, then e Q) f if and only if еф ^fф. Hence there is 
a bijection ф^ of ^{S) upon Q)(T). Further for each ^-class D of S 
\ET n Оф^\ = \ES n D\ . 
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Proof. If e,feEs, e Ф / , then e^f implies e = x x " \ x~^x =f for some 
X G S, in no subgroup of S. Then by Corollary 1.7, еф = (хф) {хф)~^ and {хф)~^ , 
. (хф) = /ф, that is еф ^/ф. The converse is similar. 
Define ф^ by D^^ = В^ф for some (any) e e Ej^. This is clearly well-defined and 
bijective. The final statement is then immediate from the bijectivity of ф^. 
An application is the following. An idempotent e (and similarly any subgroup 
of H^) is called isolated [13] if Es n D^ = {e} (that is, if D^ =• H^), and otherwise 
non-isolated. 
Corollary 1.9. If S has no isolated non-trivial subgroups then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the cardinalities of the Ж^-classes of S and the cardinalities 
of those of T. Hence \S\ = \т\. 
Proof. Since the .^-classes within any given ^-class of S have the same number 
of elements it is sufficient to show, by the proposition, that for each ^-class of S, 
an Jf-clsiss of D has the same number of elements as some J^-class of Вф^. 
Let eeEj). If D = [e], then Вфо^ = {еф]. Otherwise by assumption, e^f for 
some fe Es, f =¥ e. Since the Jf-class H = R^ n Lj- of S intersects no subgroup 
of S, Ф is defined on H and moreover maps ф bijectively upon the ^-class R^ф n Lj-ф 
of T(since Ф is ^ - and .^-preserving). Thus | я | = |Яф|. 
Since \EJ n Вф^\ = \ES П D\, we have therefore \0ф^\ = \D\ for each D e ^(S). 
But 1̂ (5)1 = ЩТ)1 so \S\ = \T\. 
Before proving the analogue for /-classes of Proposition 1.8, we prove a result of 
interest in its own right. Some applications are considered in Section 2. 
Lemma 1.10. The weak isomorphism ф^ is order-preserving on the idempotents 
of each f-class of S. 
Proof. Let J be a /-class of S and let e,feEj, e < f. ТЫп f ^ g for some 
g E Es, g й e (see, for example [3, Section 8.4, Exercise 3]). Let x E Rf n Lg\ clearly 
xx~^ ~ f > g = x~^x, that is x is strictly right regular, and so <x> is bicyclic. 
By the comments following Corollary 1.7, ф^ is therefore an isomorphism on the 
idempotents of <x>. Thus/ф > дф, (whence хф is also strictly right regular). 
Now ex M e and ex ^ e (for if ex = e, then gx = g, that is x~^x^ = x~^x, 
impossible in a bicyclic semigroup). Further by the comments following Proposition 
1.6, apphed to ex, there exists y in Tsuch that v E R^ф n {ex} Ф. Thus y E {ES, X} Ф = 
= <£j , хфу (since хф is not in a subgroup), and by Lemma 2.2 of [16], yy"^ ^ 
S (хф) {хф)~\ that is еф й fФ^ 
Denote by /(U) the poset of /-classes of an inverse semigroup U (where J^ ^ J^ 
if UuU Ç UvU, U,VEU). 
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Corollary 1.11- и eJeEs, then e /f if and only if еф /fф. Hence there is 
bijection ф/ of /{S) upon f{T) such that 
(i) \ET ^ ^ФА = \^s n J|, 
(ii) J i Î J2 tf ^"^ (^^^y if ^гФ/ Î ^2Ф/, 
and 
(iii) J and 1ф^ have the same number of ^-classes, for all J, J^, J2 e /{S). 
Proof. Let e,fe Es, e / f. Ag2iin f ^ g for some g e Es, g й e. By Proposition 
1.8, fф ^ дф and by the lemma дф ^ еф. Hence Jj-ф = Здф ^ J^^. Similarly J^^ ^ 
= Jj< ,̂ whence еф / fф. The converse is similar. 
If J G f{^)^ define Зф^ = J^^ for some (any) e e Ej. Then ф^ is clearly well-
defined and bijective, and (iii) (and therefore (i)) follow from the corresponding 
result for ^-classes. 
To prove (ii) suppose J^ f J2, Ji, J2 ^ /{S)- Then by [3, Section 8.4, Exercise 
3] again, e f / f o r some e e £ ( / i ) , / e £(/2). By Resuk 1.1, еф )|(fф, whence З^ф^ = 
= Jeф X ^/ф — ^гФ/' The converse is similar. 
From part (ii) of this corollary we can deduce (as in Result 1.1) that ф^ is an order 
isomorphism if and only if it is order preserving. 
Using Lemma 1.10 and its corollary the conditions under which the weak iso­
morphism 0£ is an isomorphism can be substantially weakened. The results of 
Sections 3 and 4 depend strongly on this weakening. 
Proposition 1.12. The following are equivalent: 
a) ФЕ is order-preserving [that is, an isomorphism), 
b) for all J i , J2 e /(S) such that J^ < J2, there exist e e E{J^), / G £(/2) such 
that еф <fф, 
c) ф^ is order-preserving [that is, an order-isomorphism). 
Proof. We prove a) => b) => c) => a). 
a) => b): Let J^ < JiiJi^ ^2^ f{^))' As above, there exist e e E{J ^), f e E{J 2), 
e <f.By a) еф < fф. 
b) => c): Let J^, J2 e /(S), J^ < J2. By b) еф < fф for some e e E{J^), f e E{J2), 
that is З^ф^ = З^ф < З^ф = J2^ / -
c) => a): Let e,fE Es, e < f. If e ß f then by Lemma 1.10, еф < fф. Otherwise 
Je < Jf^ SO that by c), Зеф < Зуф. By Result 1.1, еф )l(fф, possible only if еф < fф. 
Corollary 1.13. If S is an elementary inverse semigroup then ф^ is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Recall the five types of elementary inverse semigroup listed earlier. Let 
S = <x>. If S is a group, the result is obvious, if S is free, then it follows from [14, 
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Theorem 2.1] and if S is bicyclic, it follows from Result 1.3. Otherwise S is of type 
(III) or (V). In either case, we have, for some n ^ 2 
/ ( S ) = { J , , J , . , . . . , J , . - . , K } 
where J^ > J^i > ... > Jxn-i > К and the kernel К = J^n = /д.п-1 = ... . (Since 
/{^^fi) is a chain ,so is /{S). Then use the final comment before Lemma 1.5). 
Now x"~^x~^"~"^^ G J^-n-i and x"~^x~^"~^^||x~^x (since the same is true in ^J^ 
so if e = (x"~^x'"^''~^^)(x"^x), then J^ < J^n-i, that is ееК. By Lemma 1.1, 
еф = {х"~^х-^"-^^)ф{х-Ы)ф, that is еф < {x"-'x-^"~^^) ф, so Кф^ < J^n-4^. 
Again using the comments before Lemma 1.5, J;̂ r(/)̂  < J^r-i(/>jfor 2 -^ r ^ n — \, 
since x'-'x-^'-^^eJ^r-,, x'-^x"^''-^^ || x ' ^x and x[(x''-^x~^^~'^) (х^Ч')] x~^ = 
= x''x~^ that is e = (x'*~^x"^'*~^^)(x~^x)e J^,., whence еф < (x!'~^x~^''~'^^) ф. 
Hence ф^ is an isomorphism and by the proposition, ф^ is an isomorphism. 
To complete this section we consider for a moment fundamental inverse semi­
groups. An inverse semigroup is fundamental [22, 24] if it admits no non-trivial 
idempoten|separating congruences. 
Alternatively S is fundamental iï pi — i, where ß is the largest idempotenfseparating 
congruence on 5, defined [11] by x ii y \ï xex~^ — yey~^ for all e e E^. The con-
gruence fi is the largest congruence contained in Ж'. 
We now characterise fundamental inverse semigroups by properties of their lattices 
of inverse subsemigroups — from this it easily follows that the class of fundamental 
inverse semigroups is closed under lattice isomorphisms. An application will be 
considered in Section 2. 
Proposition 1.14. An inverse semigroup S is fundamental if and only if for every 
non-idempotent x of S, (^E^, x> 75 not a union of subgroups of S. 
Proof. Suppose S is fundamental and x is non-idempotent. Since jn = t, (x, x~^x) ^ 
фр and so xfx~^ Ф (x~^x)/(x~^x) = / (x~^x) , for some feE^. But then (x/) . 
• (^/)"^ + {^f)~^ {^f)y Ihat is x / i s not a subgroup of S. 
Conversely, suppose for all non-idempotents x of S, ^E^, x> is not a union of sub­
groups of S; let a fi b, a, b e S. Clearly ab~^ ц bb~^. Put с = ab~^ and e = bb~^. 
Since ß ^ Ж, CEH^. 
If с Ф Es, then {Es, с} ф Е^. Let 5 be а non-idempotent of {E^, с}. Then (by 
commuting idempotents, if necessay), s = he" for some h E Es, n ф 0. Since c" fi e, 
s ß he, that is s e H^^. Therefore <E, c> is a union of subgroups, contradicting the 
hypothesis. So с G ES, that is ce E. That a = b then follows, whence /л = L. 
Theorem 1.15. The class of fundamental inverse semigroups is closed under 
lattice isomorphisms. 
Proof. Let S be fundamental and Ф an isomorphism of ^{S) upon ^(Т). If T 
is not fundamental, then for some non-idempotent t of T, {Ej, t} is a union of sub-
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groups, and so Es v (fy Ф~^ is also. (If s e £5 v <r> Ф~^ = {Ej^, t} Ф~ \ then 
<s> Ф ^ {ET, t} since <5> Ф = <6> for some b e T, and <5> Ф is a subgroup of T. 
Hence <5> is a subgroup of S). Let se {t} Ф~\ non-idempotent. Then {E^, s} is 
a union of subgroups, a contradiction, by the proposition. Hence Tis fundamentah 
2. SIMPLE INVERSE SEMIGROUPS 
Applying 1.8 — 1.11 to simple inverse semigroups, we have the following. 
Theorem 2.1. Lst S be a simple inverse semigroup with a ^-classes. If J ^ ( T ) = 
= ^(S) then Tis also simple with a ^-classes, and moreover Ej ^ E^ and \s\ == |Т|. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.10, the induced weak isomorphism of £5 upon Ej is order-
preserving, thus an isomorphism. The remainder of the theorem follows from 
Corollary 1.9 and 1.11. 
In particular, if S is bisimple and if (T) ^ i f (S) then so is T. 
In view of Corollary 1.9 we may be a little more precise than just \s\ ~ \т\ in the 
theorem — there is a one-to-one correspondence between the cardinalities of the 
Jf-classes of S and the cardinalities of those of T. If we apply the theorem to the 
semilattice C^ of positive integers under the inverse of their usual order, we see that 
the class of simple inverse œ-semigroups with d ^-classes [d finite; see [19, 23] or 
[12, Chapter V]) is closed under lattice isomorphisms. More particularly if S is the 
fundamental simple inverse semigroup B^ with d ^-classes and if(T) = ^(S), 
then Tis again fundamental, by Theorem 1.15, whence T = S. (It was shown by 
different methods in [17] that the inverse semigroups B^ are in fact strongly deter-
mined by their lattices of inverse subsemigroups|. 
Of course for some semilattices E there is no simple inverse semigroup having E 
as its semilattice of idempotents. Munn [25] characterized those semilattices which 
are the semilattice of idempotents of a simple inverse semigroup as being subuni-
form — £ is subuniform if for all e,feE there exists g e E, g ^ f, such that Ее =. 
~ Eg. Given a subuniform semilattice £, every fundamental simple inverse semi-
group having semilattice of idempotents E is isomorphic with a full inverse subsemi-
group of T ,̂ the (fundamental and simple) inverse subsemigroup of ^/^ consisting 
of the isomorphisms between principal ideals of E. 
Proposition 2.2. Let E be a subuniform semilattice. If ^{S) = •^(Tß) for some 
inverse semigroup 5, then S is isomorphic with a full inverse subsemigroup of Tj?. 
Further if each principal ideal of E has a finite group of automorphisms, then 
S=Tj,. 
Proof. Let Ф : .£^{8) -^ •^{Tß) be the isomorphism. By Theorem 2.1 (applied to 
Ф~^), S is simple, and by Theorem 1.15 S is fundamental. Further the weak iso-
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morphism ФЕ : Es -^ E{TE) is an isomorphism. There is a monomorphism в of S 
into Tß extending ФЕ, and SO is a full inverse subsemigroup of T^. 
In fact by the arguments of Corollary 1.9, we have \Нв\ = \К^ф n Lj^| and 
ЯО ^ К^Ф n Lj^, for each J^-class H = R^ n Lf of S. If each principal ideal of E 
has finite automorphism group, then the Jf-classes of T^ are finite. Thus SO = T^ 
and S ^ T .̂ 
For example if E is an co-tree, that is a semilattice in which each principal ideal is 
isomorphic with C^, then Eco is (sub)uniform and each principal ideal has trivial 
automorphism group. Thus T^ is determined by its lattice of inverse subsemigroups. 
There is an analogue of Theorem 2.1 for 0-simple inverse semigroups. Note first, 
however, that if U and V are inverse semigroups such that o^(t/) ^ ^{V), then 
^{V^) ^ ^{y^). We show, rather surprisingly prehaps, that this is the "worst" 
that can happen if S is 0-simple: if if(T) ^ ^ ( 5 ) , either Tis 0-simple or T = F^ 
where ^{V) ^ £e{S\0). More precisely (denoting S \ 0 by S*). 
Theorem 2.3. Let S be a 0-simple inverse semigroup with a ^-classes, and suppose 
^(S) ^ ^ ( T ) . Either T is 0-simple with a ^-classes and Ej = Es, or S* < S" 
{that is S = (S^f) and T == (5*Ф)\ where 5*Ф is s/mp/e with a - 1 ^-classes 
and Е(5*Ф) ^ £(5*). 
Proof. Let Ф : ^(S) -> J ^ ( T ) be the isomorphism. Since S has two /-classes, 
one of which is trivial, the same is true of T. Suppose S* <j: S. Then ef = 0 for 
some e,feE(S'^'). By Result 1.1, (еф) (/ф) = Оф and so Оф < еф. Thus фу is order-
preserving and by Proposition 1.12, ф^ is an isomorphism. Since JQ^ is trivial, Оф is 
the zero of T, whence Tis 0-simple. 
Now suppose 5̂ * < 5 and let / e iS(S*). If Оф < / ф , then as above ф^ is an iso­
morphism and T is 0-simple. Otherwise ф^ is order-inverting and so Оф > g for all 
g e £(5*Ф). Put Оф = e. We must show ey = ye =^ у for all у e 5*Ф. 
Let у be a non-idempotent of 5*Ф. Since ^ > yy~~^, ey Ш yy~^. Now ey e{e, y}, 
so 
<ej> ф-^ Ç <e> Ф~' V <>'> ф-1 = {0} V <j> Ф-^ = {0} u {УУ ф-1 . 
But since еф{еуУ, О ф (ey} Ф~\ that is {ey} Ф~^ ç <j;> Ф~ \ or ej; e <j;>. Sup­
pose yy~^ II y~ V ; then <y> n Яуз,-1 = {J^y~"^ у}, so that ey = у (for if ej; = yy~^, 
then у~^в}^ = y"^, a contradiction, for 3; is non-idempotent.) Otherwise yy~^ )f( 
)l( y~^y and <y> is bicyclic. Then ey E ( y ) implies >'~^ej; e <j;> and ey = y{y~^ey) 
Thus ey a y, and since ey 01 у and (j;) is E-unitary (see Section 3), ey = y. Similarly 
ye = y. 
Hence T = (5*Ф)Ч The final statement is an application of Theorem 2.1. 
Applications similar to those of Theorem 2.1 can be made for 0-subuniform 
semilattices [25]. 
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In a slightly different direction, suppose S" is a Brandt semigroup, that is a com­
pletely 0-simple inverse semigroup. If S = G ,̂ group with zero adjoined, and ^(S) — 
^ if(T), then T= H"" ovT= H' for some group H with if(H) ^ if(G). If S Ф G^ 
then Tis again 0-simple, | т | = |iS| and Ej = £5, whence Tis completely 0-simple. 
If S = Ji^'iG-JJ^A), say ([3, Chapter 3]), |/| ^ 2, then T ^ ^ / /^ (Я; / , / ; J ) for 
some group Я such that ^{G) = ^ ( Я ) and |G | = |я[ . (Note that by cardinality 
arguments similar to those used above, it can be seen that Ф is even a strictly index-
preserving isomorphism of ^ ( G ) upon с^(Я), that is \V: U| = |КФ : 1/Ф| for all 
и <V^ G). 
If for instance G is cyclic, then so is Я, whence G = Я and S ~ T. However there 
exist non-isomorphic finite groups G and Я with a strictly index-preserving lattice 
isomorphism between them (even preserving conjugacy), [33, p. 57]. The author 
does not know, however, whether for two such groups G and Я ^(J/^(G; I, I; A)) = 
^ ^{J/%H;IJ;A)). 
3. £^-UNITARY INVERSE SEMIGROUPS 
An inverse semigroup S is called E-unitary (or proper, or reduced) if ex = e, e^ = 
= e imply x^ = x, x, e e S. Equivalently [28] S is £-unitary if ^ n cr = t, where a 
is the least group congruence on S, defined by a a b if ea = eh for some e e E^. 
Before applying the results of Section 1 to E-unitary inverse semigroups, som.e 
observations are in order. 
The existence of isolated subgroups in an inverse semigroup S can clearly lead 
to difficulties when considering lattice isomorphisms of S. There are, of course, many 
non~isomorphic groups having isomorphic lattices of subgroups. More importantly, 
from our point of view, are example like the semi lattice SQ jj of groups G and Я, 
where CQ > % and gh = hg — h for all g e G, h e H. It is is easily seen that ^{SQ jj) 
is isomorphic with the lattice formed by adjoining a zero to ^(G) x ^{H). Then 
^{SQJJ) ^ ^(SHQ) though of course SQ^H and SHQ need not be isomorphic. In 
particular if G is trivial, then SQ ^ = H^ and S^^G = H^- Here SQ ^ is E-unitary 
but Sj^ Q is not. 
Note however that in this example, the associated weak-isomorphism ф^ inverts 
the idempotents. We will show that if ф^ is an isomorphism then the property of 
being £-unitary is preserved. Moreover under some mild conditions, ф^ must be an 
isomorphism. 
For the remainder of the section Ф will be a lattice isomorphism of S upon Tand 
the various mappings ф^, ф, ф^ and ф^ are those defined in Section 1. 
Lemma 3.1. / / S is E-unitary and J is a non-trivial /-class of S, then ф1^ is an 
isomorphism on the ideal generated by J. 
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Proof. By Proposition 1.12, applied to the ideal generated by J, it is sufficient 
to show that for any J^, J2 e /{S) such that J^ < J2 й J, then еф < /ф for some 
eGE(J,)JeE{J2), 
Now since J is non-trivial so is J2. For, let x e J \ Ej. Since xx~^ ^ Ej, g < xx~^ 
for some g e £( /2) (as in the proof of Lemma 1.10), whence gx e Rg я J2 and gx ф g 
since S is £-unitary. 
Let ae J2 \E(J2); clearly aa~^ and a~^a are in £(/2)- Again e < aa~^ for some 
eeE[J^ and again ea M e, ea Ф e. By the comments following Lemma 1.5, there 
is an element y of Tsuch that <(a> Ф — < j ) , yy~^ =• (aa~^) ф and y~^y — (a~^a) ф. 
Similarly (ea} Ф = <z>, zz~'^ = ((^a)(ea)~^) ф = еф and z~^z = {a~^ea) ф for 
some z e T, non-idempotent. 
But <z> = <ea> Ф Ç £5 V <a> Ф = <£s, j>, so z can be written in the form 
z = / г / for some h e Ej, w ф 0. Then еф = zz~^ ^ / j ~ " , so either еф < yy~^ = 
= (aa"^) Ф (if n > 0) or еф < y~^y = (a~^a) ф (if n < 0), as required. 
Corollary 3.2. / / 5 is E-unitary and has no trivial /-class, in particular if S 
has a set of non-idempotent generators then ф^ is an isomorphism of Es upon Ej. 
Proof. Suppose no ^-class of S is trivial. Let e,feEs, e < f. Then Jf is non-
trivial and e , / l ie in the ideal generated by Jj-, so that еф < fф by the lemma. 
If 5 = <X>, where X consists of non-idempotents, then every ^-class of S is below 
J^ for some x eX. Since each J^ is non-trivial, so is every ^-class by the second 
paragraph of the proof above. 
The hypotheses of this corollary are by no means necessary — for example there 
are semilattices which are strongly determined by their lattices of subsemilattices 
[32], (Note, however, that from the comments early in the proof of Lemma 3.1, 
in an £-unitary inverse semigroup any ^-class above a trivial ^-class (in the poset 
of /"-classes) is again trivial). 
Lemma 3.3. / / S is any inverse semigroup and A, В and A KJ В e ^(S), then 
АФи ВФе ^(Т). 
Proof. Clearly АФ и ВФ я (A KJ В) Ф. 
Conversely let у G (А и В) Ф, so that <};> Ф~^ я А KJ В. By Lemma 1.4 
{уУ Ф~^ = <5> for some s e S. Either s e Л or s e Б, so <s> я A or <5> ^ B, that 
is {y} Ç АФ or <;;> £ ВФ. Hence y e АФ \j ВФ and АФ KJ ВФ = (A KJ B) Ф e 
Theorem 3.4. / / S is E-unitary and ф^ is an isomorphism then T is E-unitary. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then ex = e = xe for some x e T\Ej, e e Ej. (If ex = e, 
then X a e, xf = ef for some feEj, whence x(ef) = ef = (ef) x). By induction 
^x" = e = x"e for every integer л ф 0. So <e, x} = {e} u <x> and e S x"x~", 
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e й л;~"л;" for every integer n Ф 0. By the lemma, {e} Ф~^ u <x> Ф'^ e J^(S). 
L e t / = еф~^, g = (xx~^) ф"^ and let s be a non-idempotent of S such that <s> = 
= <x> Ф " \ ss~^ = б' and s~^s = (х""^х)ф~\ (see Lemma L5 and the comments 
following). Thus {/} u <(5> e ^(S). Now fs^f since 5 is £-unitary, so fs E <5>. 
But since e S xx~^ and </>£ is an isomorphism,/ ^ g = ss~\ so t h a t / =/(s5~^) = 
= (/5) s~^ e <s>. Therefore e e <x> and by the properties above e is a zero for <x>. 
Thus <x> has a kernel К = H^ n <x> = {e}. Since ф^^ (where / = /{s}) is an 
order — isomorphism of ^(<x>) upon /{{s}) (by Proposition 1.12), КФ~^ is the 
minimum ^<5>-class of <5>, that is the kernel of <s>. But КФ~^ = {/}, and so / 
is a zero for <(5>. This is a contradiction as since S is £-unitary so is <5). 
Corollary 3.5. Г/ie class of E-unitary inverse semigroups without trivial /-classes 
is closed under lattice isomorphisms. 
We will now show that Theorem 3.4 can be strengthened: when ф^'х^ an isomorphism 
not only must T be E-unitary but there is a lattice isomorphism of Sja upon Tjo 
which, in a certain sense, commutes with Ф. Two preliminary lemmas on elementary 
inverse semigroups are needed. 
Lemma 3.6. If S = <a> then а''ф = (афу for every integer г(фО) such that a'' 
is not in the kernel, if any, of S. 
Proof. If S is free, then ф : S -^ T is an isomorphism [14, Theorem 2.1] so 
а*'ф = (афу for all r Ф 0. (In this case S has no kernel). 
Otherwise S has a kernel K, either a group or bicyclic. (See section 1.) Suppose 
a'' Ф K. Then a'* is not a subgroup of 5", and therefore neither is a. Hence а^ф and аф 
are defined (Proposition 1.6). 
From the description of the elementary inverse semigroups given in Section 1 
(and in particular the comment immediately preceding Lemma 1.5) we see that, as 
in ^J>i, the ^-class J^r of S contains a unique idempotent, a''a''\ below aa~^ 
and covered by at most one idempotent of S. Moreover since ф^ is an isomorphism 
by Corollary 1.13, ф^ is an order-isomorphism of f[S) upon /{T), by Proposition 
1.12. Thus (J^r) ф^ is not the kernel КФ of Г. In fact Jarфf = ^{афуу since J^r and 
Ji^aфy have the same depth in their respective posets f{S), /{T), each chains. 
(Namely they have depth r, the depth of J^r in f{3^J^, ^J^ = <x>). Since ф^ is 
an isomorphism, J(^^)r thus has a unique idempotent [а''а~'')ф below (аа~^)ф = 
= (аф){аф)~^ and covered by at most one idempotent of T. But (афУ (аф)"'' also 
has this property in T, so 
{а''ф)(а~'ф) = {а''а~'')ф = {афУ (аф)-', 
that is а'ф Ш {афу. 
Dually а''ф i f {афу, so а''ф Ж (афу. Since J(^^)r does not meet the kernel of T, 
it has trivial subgroups. Hence а^'ф = (афу. 
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Lemma 3.7. / / S is E-unitary and x e S, suppose {x} has kernel K. Then Ka = 
= <x> a. 
Proof. (Note that strictly speaking we should perhaps be writing Ka^ ^ <x> a^ 
where a^ is the natural morphism of S upon S ja.) 
From the list of elementary inverse semigroups given in Section 1, the result is 
obvious if <x> is of type (I) or (IV) (when К = <x>). Otherwise К = <зс '̂̂ ^л'~"> 
for some n > 2, and since x''^^x~"ax, we have Ä'cr = <x> cr. 
The crucial technical lemma is the following. 
Lemma 3.8. / / S is E-unitary and ф^ is an isomorphism, suppose z = fx, x, z e 
eS\Es,feEs. Then 
«z> Ф) a == « x > Ф) cr . 
Proof. By Lemma L4, <z> = <c> and <x> = <a> for some c, a e T\Ef. Since 
z = fx, <z> я {Es, x}, whence <c> ^ (^Ej, a}. By commuting idempotents, if 
necessary, we may write с = ku for some к e Ej and t/ = a* 6 <a>, s Ф 0. Then 
с a u, so <(c> a = <(м> a <(a> a. We will show that <a) a = <(w> cr. Now с e <(£j, w>, 
so conversely, <z> Ç (E^, >'>, where <j;> = <м> Ф~^ Ç <x>. Similarly z = ly"^ 
for some / G £5 and m ф 0. Thus x a >'"'. 
If ({) <x> is a group, then у =^ x'' for some r Ф 0 and so x cr x''"". Since a is the 
identical relation on any subgroup of S, x = x''"' E ( J / ) = <(i/> Ф"- ,̂ that is <a> = 
= <t/). Hence <a> cr = <w> cr. 
If (ii) <x> is bicyclic, then ф : <x> -> <a> is an isomorphism (Result L3) and we 
may choose у = ыф"^ = а^ф~^ = {аф~^у = х^ so x (Т x'"". Since (хстУ is infinite 
cyclic, this is possible only if sm = + 1 , so that s == + L 
Thus и = a ~ \ so <w> = <a> and <(a> a = <w> a again. 
If (iii) y"' is not in the kernel (if any) of <x>, (so that <x> is neither a group nor 
bicyclic), then neither is y, and hence и is not in the kernel of <a>. We may therefore 
choose J = 1/ф~Ч By Lemma 3.6 (applied to </)~ )̂, >' = иф'^ = а^ф~^ = (аф~'^у = 
= x .̂ Hence x a x^"' again. If sm ф 1, then x '̂"~^ G E- (since S is E-unitary), and so 
<(x> has a kernel, which must contain (x^'"~^) x = x '̂" = y, contradicting the assump­
tion. Hence sm = 1 and as in (ii), <u> a — <(ß> о. 
If (iv) <x> is not a group but y"^ is in a subgroup of <x>, that is in the kernel К 
of <x>, then <x> is of type (III) (see Section l) and К = (x^'^^x"") for some n ^ 2. 
But x^'-^^x"" crxcT y"\ in the subgroup X, so y"^ = x" + ^x~". Thus z = /(x^ + ^x"") 
and using (i) (<z> Ф) a = (<x"'^^x~"> Ф) a = (КФ) о. As in the proof of Lemma 3.6, 
ф^ is an order-isomorphism of ^(<x>) upon ^(<x> Ф), so КФ is the kernel of 
<x> Ф = <a>. By Lemma 3.7, (ХФ) cr = <a> cr, so <c> (x = <a> cr. 
If, finally, (v), <x> is not bicyclic but y"^ is in a bicyclic kernel К of <x> (so <x) is 
of type (V)) then since z = ly"^ we have, applying (ii), <c) cr = (<z> Ф) cj = 
= (<y'"> Ф) cr. Now as in (iv) КФ is the kernel (again bicyclic) of <a>. Further 
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Ф I J^{K) is induced by the isomorphism ф : К -^ КФ. Now К is generated by 
x'''^^x~" or x~^"'̂ ^^x" (each right regular) for some и ^ 2. Similarly КФ is generated 
by a^'^^a'^ or a~^^"^^-a^ for some p ^ 2. If К is generated by x""^^x~", then 
(х"'''х'")ф - a^^+^a'^ or а~^^+^^а^ But з' '"еХ and j ; ' " a x a x"+^x"", so у"'ф a 
б (x"'^^x~") Ф G a " \ Hence {у"'фУ о- = <a> a. A similar result is obtained if К — 
= <x"^'""^ V > . Thus <a> a - « / " > Ф) a ^ « j ' ) Ф) a = <i/> a, and so <a.> a = 
In very case, then, <a> cr = <i/> CJ, SO that (<z> Ф) a = <c> a- = <w> cr = <(a> a = 
= «x> Ф) a. 
Corollary 3.9. / / S is E-unitary and ф^ is an isomorphism, let x, у e S. Then 
<x> a = {y} G if and only if (<x> Ф) G = (<J;> Ф) G . 
Proof. Suppose (хУ G = <^y} G. Then x G w for some vv e <y>, and therefore 
/x = /vv = z, say, for some / e £5. If z e £5, then since 5 is £-unitary, x, w e £5. 
Clearly in this case <x> Ф, <ĵ > Ф ^ Ej and (<x> Ф) G = {{y} Ф) бг. Otherwise 
Lemm.a 3.8 applies and 
«X> Ф)G = «Z> Ф) (J - «W> Ф) (J ^ « J > Ф) (J . 
The converse inclusion follows similarly and so 
«x> Ф) G = «j;> Ф) a . 
The converse implication follows similarly (for by Theorem 3.4, T is also £-unitary). 
Recall from [15, Lemma 5.5] that in an E-unitary inverse semigroup S, the natural 
morphism G^ of S upon SJG induces a lattice morphism I^ of ^^^(8). the lattice of 
full inverse subsemigroups of S, upon ^{SJG). 
Theorem3.10.// S is E-unitary and ф^ is an isomorphism then there is a latti­
ce isomorphism ¥ of SJG upon TJG such that the following diagram commutes. 
^^{S) > ^ # - ( 7 ) 
г 
^{S\G) > 5£'\T\G) 
Fig. 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, Tis £-unitary and so Ij is a morphism. For convenience, 
put G = S/ö-, Я = T\G. 
If К e i f (G), define 
X T = {KG~^)ФlJ, 
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(where, of course, Ka ^ = {s e S : sa E K]. If Le ^{Н), define 
L0 = {La-^)ФZs, 
(where, now La~^ = {t e T : ta e L},thQ symbol a standing for as or a^ as required). 
In order that {KW)0 = K, we require [(X(7"^) Ф] 2 V " ^ = (Ка-^)Ф, that is 
ta e((Ka~^) Ф) a implies te{Ka~^) Ф. (In other words we require that [Ka~^) Ф 
be unitary). 
So let teT be such that Г cr t; for some v e {Ka~^) Ф. Then {t} Ф~^ = <s> and 
<t;> Ф~^ = <w> for some s,u e S, By Corollary 3.9, applied to Ф~ ̂  <5> a = <w> a Ç 
^ (X:(T~ )̂ a = K. Thus <s> с iCö-~\ whence t E (t) Ç= (î ^c"" )̂ Ф, as required. 
Hence (KW) 0 = К for all К e J^(G). Similarly (L0) ï̂  = L for all LE^{H). 
Therefore 0 = W'K 
If Ki ,X2 e J^(G), Xi Ç i^2, then clearly Xi 'F ç X^^- So ï̂  and similarly 0 
are order-preserving, that is 'F is an order-isomorphism (lattice isomorphism) of 
i f (G) upon ^(H). 
To show the diagram commutes, let A E ^^{S). NOW A £ (Лег) Ö""^ = {Als) ^ " ^ 
so 
ЛФХ'г £ ((^Is) ст~ )̂ Ф^г = {Als) ^ . 
Conversely, let h E{AIS) (^~^Ф^т^ that is /Î = Гст for some ^ e (ЛГ^) (т'^Ф. Let 
<r> Ф"^ = <5>, so that s E {Als) ö-"^ Then 5 Ö- Ö for some a G Л. By Corollary 3.9, 
« s> Ф) Ö- = « a > Ф) СГ с (ЛФ) (T and so h E ф a я АФЕт- Therefore АФ1т = 
= AIs^ and the diagram commutes. 
We now apply this theorem to the class of quasi-free inverse semigroups. Recall 
[29, p. 71] that an inverse semigroup is called quasi-free if it is isomorphic to the 
quotient of a free inverse semigroup by an idempotent-determined congruence (that 
is, a congruence which ([8]) identifies no non-idempotent with an idempotent). 
Result 3.11. [29, Theorem 5.3]. Every quasi-free inverse semigroup is E-unitary. 
An inverse semigroup S is quasi-free if and only if a) S ja is a free group and 
b) S has a set M of generators such that a* I M /"5 injective and Ma^ generates Sja 
freely. 
More precisely, if Q = ^J'xJQ for some idempotent-determined congruence Q, 
then M = XQ^ is a generating set satisfying b), and Ma^ generates Qja ^ ^^x 
freely. We call | x | the rank of Q. Note that M consists of non-idempotents. 
The importance of quasi-free inverse semigroups stems from the fact ([29,Theorem 
5.3]) that every inverse semigroup is an idempotent-separating image of such a semi­
group. 
Theorem 3.12. The class of quasi-free inverse semigroups of given rank is closed 
under lattice isomorphisms. 
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Proof. Let Q be quasi-free of rank x, say, and let Ф be a lattice isomorphism of Q 
upon an inverse semigroup T. 
Let M be a generating set of the above kind, so that M consists of non-idempotents. 
By Corollary 3.2, ф^ is an isomorphism. Hence by Theorem 3.4, Tis E-unitary and 
by Theorem 3.10, there is an isomorphism W of ^[Qja) upon ^{Tjo) such that 
АФЕ^ = AIQW for each Л e <^#'(g). Since Qja is free on x generators so is Tja, 
by a theorem of Sadovskii [30]. 
In fact if X + 1? ^̂  is induced by an isomorphism ij/ of Qja upon Tjo. 
For each m E M, let <m) Ф = <m'> for some m' e T, and put M' = {m' : m e M}. 
Then M' generates T. If m e M, then <EQ, m> G <^#'(ß) and so (<£Q, m> Ф) Г^ = 
= « £ Q , m> ZQ) 'F = «m> Ö-*) ï̂  = <m(7*> W, that is <m'a«> = {Ej, m/> Ẑ ^ = 
« £ Q , m> Ф) r ^ = <m(T«> Л̂ 
If ;)̂  r= 1, that is Q is elementary, then so is Tand by Result 3.11, Tis clearly quasi-
free. 
If Y Ф 1, then <m'(T*> = (^ma^) ф = {(ma^) ij/}, where \j/ induces Ф. But T/cr, 
being free, is certainly torsion-free, so m'a^ = (та^ф)^^ for all m in M. Since Mcr* 
generates g/cr freely, (Ma^) ф generates Tjcr freely. Hence M'a^ generates T/cr freely. 
(See, for example [9, Chapter 7]). If m[a^ = m'lO^, m^, m2 e M, then (т^сг*) i/̂  = 
= [(^2^*) ^ ] ~ ^ that is 77̂ 1(7* = (m2Ö-*)~^ Since Ma* generates g/cr freely, m^a* = 
= m2Ö-*, and since a* I AT is injective, m^ = m2- Thus G^ I AT is injective. 
Hence by Result 3.11, Tis quasi-free of rank / . 
Some quasi-free inverse semigroups, for example free inverse semigroups [14], 
free groups [30] and the bicyclic semigroup [17] are in fact determined (in most 
cases strongly) by their lattices of inverse subsemigroups. The author conjectures 
that the same is true for all quasi-free inverse semigroups. It is however, possible 
for two jE-unitary inverse semigroups to have isomorphic semilattices and isomorphic 
maximum group images without being isomorphic. (See [20, Theorem 1.3]). 
4. FREE PRODUCTS OF GROUPS 
If G and Я are groups then following [21] we will denote by G inv Я their free 
product in the category of inverse semigroups, and by G gp H their free product 
in the category of groups. The inverse semigroup G inv Я and the group G gp Я 
are characterized by the usual universal properties in their respective categories. 
It was proved by Sadovskii [31] that G gp Я is determined by its lattice of sub­
groups when G and Я are non-trivial. (If one group is trivial then G gp Я is isomorphic 
with the other|./In fact Holmes [10] and Arsinov [1] proved that each lattice iso­
morphism of G gp Я upon a group К is induced by a unique isomorphism of G gp Я 
upon K, 
We now apply the results of Section 3 to show that for any groups G and Я, 
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G i n v H is determined by its lattice of inverse subsemigroups. Whether G inv Я is 
strongly determined by ^{G inv H) is not known. 
Explicit descriptions of G inv H were given independently by McAlister [21] and 
by Knox [18] to which the reader is referred for all details. We present a brief sum­
mary of the relevant results. (For properties of G gp Я, see [9]). 
Result 4.1. Let G and H be groups. Then 
(i) G inv H is completely semisimple, and so Q) ~ f, 
(ii) G inv Я is fundamental, except when G and H are finite and either G or H 
{but not both) is trivial, 
(iii) G inv Я is E-unitary and (G inv H)la ^ G gp Я. 
This result gives the global properties of G inv Я. To exhibit the fine structure some 
definitions are required. 
A word in G and Я is said to reduced if no two adjacent letters are in the same 
group G or Я and no letter is idempotent. The empty word is defined to be reduced. 
Then G gp Я has as its set of elements the reduced words in G and Я [9] with the 
empty word as identity. 
If w = ŵ  ... vv„ is a reduced word, the expression is unique and n is the length 
of w, denoted by /(vv). 
For П ^ 2, let pre (w) = {w^, w^W2, ..., Wi ••• ^^n~i}'^ ^̂ t pre (w) = П if WG 
e G и H. (We are considering G and Я to be subsets of G gp Я — both 1^ and 1^ 
are identified with the identity 1 of G gp Я). 
A finite non-empty subset X of G gp Я is a filter [21, p. 12] if 
(i) weX implies pre (w) ^ X, 
and 
(ii) X n G Ф D a n d X n Я Ф П imply 1 eX. 
(This definition is slightly difterent from, but equivalent to McAlister's.) For example 
if w is a non-empty reduced word then pre (w) u {w} is a filter; if /(w) ^ 2, so is 
pre (w) itself. 
Denote the set of filters by #"1. Put #" = J^^ u {e,f}, where e = CQ, f = e^i, 
and define 
^ > Z if X n G Ф П , / > Z if Z n Я Ф D 
and 
X ^ Y if X я Y, X,YE^^. 
Then [21, Lemma 2.5] #" is a semilattice having ^^ as an ideal. If Xe^^, let 
s(Z) = f l x ^ / x ~ ^ Since G inv Я is generated by G and Я, г(Х) is an element, 
xeX 
in fact an idempotent of G inv Я. (Again we consider G and Я to be subsets of 
G inv Я. Each non-empty reduced word w^ ... w^ can then be considered an element 
of G inv Я in the obvious way.) 
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Result 4.2. Let G and H be groups. Then 
(i) every idempotent of G inv Я can be expressed uniquely in one of the forms 
e, f or s[X), where X is a filter, 
and 
(ii) J^ — E[G inv я ) , the isonwrphisni taking e to e, / to /and the filter X to 8(X). 
Further if X, Yeß"^, then 
(iii) a^X) ^ ß(Y) if and only if X = wY for some reduced word w. In that case 
\x\ = \Y\. 
For example if w is a non-empty reduced word in G and Я, then wefw~^ cor­
responds to the filter pre (w) u {w}. (So if g e G, gefg~^ corresponds to [g] and 
{gefg-') (ef) to {I g}.) 
Since #" = E(G inv Я) we may write S^ again for the equivalence on ^ induced 
by the restriction of ^ to the idempotents of G inv Я. Then X ^ Y if and only if 
X = wyfor some reduced word w. 
Now put S = G inv H and for the remainder of the section let Ф be a lattice 
isomorphism of ^{S) upon ^{Т) for some inverse semigroup T. Since G and Я 
generate S, GФ and НФ generate T (and GФ and НФ are groups). If both G and Я 
are trivial, then G inv Я is the semilattice {e,f,ef}, e | | / , which by Result 1.1 is 
determined by its lattice of inverse subscmigroups. From now on G or Я, but not 
both, may be trivial. 
From Result 4.2 it is readily seen that E[J^j-) = [aefa"' : a e G и H} and that 
the correspondences g -> gefg' ', g ^ G, and h -> hefh~', he H are each one-to-one. 
Moreover J g J^j- for all J e / ( S ) , J Ф J,„ Jj (since if X e J^, then x eX, by (i) 
of the definition, whence £{X) ^ e({^}) = xefx~' / ef). By Lemma 3.1 the weak 
isomorphism ф̂7 is therefore an isomorphism on E{S \ G u Я). But e || / , so еф || fф 
and {ef) Ф = {eф){fф). Thus J{ef)ф < Jeф^ Jуф ^^'^^ so ф^ is an order-isomorphism 
0Î f{S) upon f{T). By Proposition 1.12, ф^ is therefore an isomorphism. We have 
proved the first part of the following. 
Proposition 4.3. The map ф^ of E^ upon E^ is an isomorphism. 
Therefore (i) T is E~unitary. 
Further (ii) T is completely semisimple 
and {ill) T is fundamental. 
Proof, (i) follows from Theorem 3.4, (ii) from Result 1.2 and (iii) from Theorem 
1.15, each applied to Result 4.1. 
At this stage we can, using Theorem 3.10, deduce also that ^{S\a) ^ ^{Tja) 
whence by the results quoted earlier, there is an isomorphism of Sja upon Tja 
inducing the lattice isomorphism of ^{Sja) upon ^{Tja). Hence Tja ^ G gp Я. 
There seems however little progress to be made by pursuing this approach further 
and we will therefore use alternative techniques to achieve our goal. 
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We now show that the properties of J^j, given above, are preserved in J(^ef)ф = 
= (Л/) Ф^' For convenience put к = (ef) ф = (еф) (/ф). Then £ (Л) = £ (Л/) ФЕ-
From the description of G inv Я as a "P-semigroup" in [21, Theorem 4.3] it is 
easily seen that J^j- has trivial subgroups. Thus the same is true of Jf^. If a e СФ u 
и НФ, then aka~^ ^ k, for a~\aka~^) a = {a~^a)k = k. If aka~^ = k, then 
ak Ж к so ak = к and a e {еф,/ф} since T is ^-unitary. Thus if a, b e оФ and 
aka~^ = bkb~^, so that (b"^a)/c(b~^a)"^ = k, then a = b. Hence the map 
a -> aka"^, a e СФ is an injection, taking еф to k. There is a similar injection 
b -> Ь/сЬ"^ of ЯФ into E(Jfc), taking/Ф to /c. 
Let J e £(/);t), d Ф k. Thus (i = Ь/сЬ~^ for some b e TxE^^. Since T = <СФ, ЯФ> 
we may write b = b^ ... b„, where each bj G СФ и НФ and alternate b '̂s are in 
different subgroups СФ or НФ. Suppose n ^ 2, and without loss of generality 
2?! G СФ, b2 G ЯФ, so that bi(e0) = bi and (/ф) ^2 = b2- Then (b^kb^^) {bkb'^) = 
=: {Ь,еф /ф bl^){b,b2 ... b„kb~') = Ь^еф/фЬ2...Ь„кЬ--^ = bkb~ К So b,kb^^^ 
^ bkb~^ =d and b^kb^^, d e E(Jj,) whence by complete semisimplicity of T, 
d = b.kb^K 
Thus £(Jfc) = {a/ca~^ : a e СФ u НФ}. It is now apparent that the composite map 
OG '.g^gefg~~^h->g^kgl^ ^ дъ where gxkg~[^ = (де/д~^)ФЕ^ is a bijection of С 
upon СФ taking e to еф. A bijection 6^ : h\~^ h^ of H upon ЯФ is defined similarly. 
A technical lemma is now required. 
Lemma 4.4. For all g e C, (£} Ф — <ö î>. Further g and g^ have the same order. 
Proof. Let g E C, and {gefg~^) ф = gikg^^. Since igi} is a cyclic group, so is 
<^i> Ф~\ generated by a, say, a e C. Consider the inverse subsemigroup <^gi, /c> 
of T. Every idempotent of (gi, /c> has the form еф or (б^^ /̂с̂ "̂"') ... (gT^gî'''") for 
some integers a,-, 1 ^ г ^ n (n ^ 1). As above, each gl'kgî''^ G £ ( Л ) and no product 
of distinct idempotents of J^ is again in J^. Hence 
E(g„ kynJ, = {д\кдГ : a G Z} . 
Similarly £<a, e/> n J,j = {a^^efa~^ :ßel],m S. 
But, recalling that ф^ is ^-preserving, (£<a, e/> n J^y) ф^ = £<a, e/> ФЕ ^ Jk = 
= E(a, efy ФnJ, = E(g,, ky n J „ so {а^^е/а^^ : ß e 1} ф^ = {д\кдГ :^eZ]. 
Since the correspondences a^ ь-> a^efa~^ and Ö̂^ H^ ô^î^^i ""are one-to-one, |{a^ : ß e 
€ Z}| = \{g\ : ^ G Z}|, that is a and g^ have the same order. 
By definition gefg~^ = (gi^gl^) ФЁ^ and so é̂ e/̂ f"̂  = a'^efa"'^, that is Ö' = a'", 
for some m G Z, m Ф 0. 
Therefore (ö') S <a> and <^> Ф с <a> Ф = <^i>. 
Conversely, <ö̂ > Ф = <Ь> for some Ь G СФ. By similar arguments ^^ = b" for some 
л G Z , n Ф 0 and so <^i> £ <b> = <^> Ф. Hence <^> Ф = (ö'i)- Since therefore 
<;^) = <(a>, é̂  and g^ have the same order. 
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Proposition 4.5. The maps OQ and 0^ are isomorphisms of G upon СФ, H upon 
НФ, inducing the lattice isomorphisms Ф | if(G), Ф | ^(H) respectively. 
Proof. Again denoting дво by gi{g e G) we show first that g^^ = {g~^)i. Clearly 
we may assume g Ф e. Let gî^ = u^ for some и E G. (SO {uefu~^) ф = gj^kgii 
we must show и = g"^). Now in T, 
KQV^QI) = 9l\{gikgl') k) g, ^ {g,kg;') к , 
that is (ef. uefu~^) ф Q){gefg~^ . ef) ф. Since ф^ and фЁ^ are £^-preserving, in S 
we have e / . uefu~^ ^ gefg~^ . ef, or in terms of filters {l, u} ^ { l , g], whence 
{\,u} == x{l, g} for some reduced word x, using Result 4.2 and the comments 
immediately following it. 
If X = w, then ug = 1, that is и = g~^, as required. Otherwise x == 1 and и = g. 
In that case g^^ = g^, so that gf = 1. By the lemma g also has order 2, and so м == 
= g = g-^ again. 
Now let a, Ь G G. If a or Ь is idempotent clearly a^b^ = (ab)i, so suppose a, b e 
EG\{e}, and put a^b^ = v^ for some г; e G. (So {vefv~^)ф = а^Ь^кЬ^^а^^; we 
must show Î; = ab.) If Î; = в, then а^Ь^ = еф and а^ = bï^ = [b~^)i, by the above, 
whence a = b~^ and ab = e = v. 
Assume then, that f ф e. By methods similar to those used above, 
k{a^kaï^){a^j^kb]^^a^^)^ (al^ka^) kib^kb'^^), 
that is 
(ef. aefa~^ , vefv~^) ф 9{a~^efa . ef. bkb~^) ф , 
yielding ef. aefa~^ . vefv~^ Q) a'^efa . ef. bkb~^, in S. 
In terms of filters, then, 
{l, a, v] = y{a~^, 1, b} for some reduced word у . 
If a) у — 1, then {a, v} = {a ' \ b}. If v = b, then а^Ь^ = v^ = b^, a contradiction 
since a Ф 1. Otherwise a = b and г; = a ~ \ Then a^ = a^b^ = v^ = a^^, that is 
al = 1. By the lemma, a^ = 1, and v = a"^ = a^' = ab. 
If b) J = a, then v = ab. 
If с) j ; = V, then (1, a} = {va~^, vb}. If ra"^ = 1, that is i; = a, then a = ab, 
a contradiction. Otherwise va"^ = a and i;b = 1. Consider the situation a = b 
first. Clearly v = a^, that is af = a^b^ = v^ = {a^)i (and since this is the last case 
to consider in this situation, al = (a^)i for all a e G). In the general case, then, 
V = a^ implies a^b^ = v^ — (^^)i = ^ï? whence a^ = b^, a = b and v — ab as 
required. 
In every case, therefore, a^b^ = [ab)i. Thus 9Q is an isomorphism of G upon GФ. 
That вд is an isomorphism follows similarly. 
Using Lemma 4.4 in conjunction with Lemm.a 3.3 of [17], OQ and он induce 
Ф I ^ ( G ) and Ф I ^(H) respectively. 
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By the universal properties of 5 ( = G inv Я), there is a unique morphism в of S 
upon T extending OQ and Ojj. For all a e G и H, (aefa~^) в = (aö) (в/) (aO)~^ = 
= a^kaï^ = [aefa"^) ф. 
In fact we will prove в \ E^ = ФЕ- Let a = ОфЁ^ I £5. Then a : £5 -> £ç and for 
all d G E,,̂ , Jo = (c/a) ф. Since ф̂ ? is an isomorphism of E^ upon E^ and since Ö is 
a morphism, a is a well-defined surjective endomorphism of Eg. Moreover a is ^-
preserving (since фЁ^ is). 
Proof. Clearly a induces a surjective endomorphism, which we may again call a, 
of J^i, the semilattice of fikers. We show Xa = X for every filter Z , by induction 
on |X|. 
If \x\ = 1, that is X = [a] for some a e G и H, then as above (aefa~^) в = 
— (aefa"^) ф, or (aefa~^) a — ciefa~^. In ^ j , then, {a} a == {a}. 
Suppose now that n ^ 2 and that Xoc = X for all filters X with less than n elements. 
Let X be a filter with n elements. 
Since for all words w eX, pre (w) Ç X, we have X = [jwex V^^ (^') '-̂  {̂ 4̂' where 
each set pre (vv) u {w} G J^^. If |pre (w) u {w}| < n for every w G X then by the 
hypothesis (pre (w) u {w}) a = pre (w) u {w} for each vv G X . Thus Xa = X, since a 
is a morphism. So we may assume X = pre (w) u {vv} for some reduced word w 
of length П. Let w =^ w^ ... w,/. thus X = (w^, W1W2, ..., w^ ... w„}. 
Now wï^X = {1, W2, ..., W2 ... w„}, again a filter, and X ^ vv '̂̂ X, so Xa ^ 
^(vv^^X)a. But by hypothesis again, (vv^^X) a = vv5"̂ X, since vvi"̂ X = {1} u 
u {w2, ..., W2 ... w,^], SO Xa ^ w^^X ^ X . Thus |Xa| = |x | . Moreover since pre (w) 
is a filter contained in X and |pre(w)| = n — 1, then pre (w) = pre (w) a я Xa. 
Thus Xa = pre (vv) u {>'} for some reduced word y. It remains to show у = vv. 
By similar arguments we have 
X u {1} ^ w ^ - ^ X u {!}) = vv^-^Xu {wi"^}, again a filter, and so Xa u {1} ^ 
f^(w^^)a u (wj"^} a = w^^X u {щ^}. (Note that since |Xa u {l}| = |X u {l}| 
nad 1 фХ, then 1 ^ X a also.) 
For some reduced word z, therefore, 
Xa u {1} = z{l, vvi, ..., Wi ... vv̂ ., ..., Wi ... wJ . 
If z = 1, then Xa = X. 
Otherwise 1 == zw^ . . . Wj for some j , 1 ^ j ^ ?г. In that case z = wj^ ... w^^. 
If j < n, Xa = { w 7 v . . wi~\ ..., w / ^ vvy + i, ..., vv̂  + i ... wJ . However, this is 
impossible, for Wj and Wj + ^ lie in different subgroups G and Я, so that Xa n G ф П 
and Xa n H ^ D yet 1 ^ Xa, contradicting the defining property (ii) of filters. 
If j = n, that is z = w ~ \ . . w 7 \ then 
{wi, ..., Wi ... w„„i, j;} = Xa = {w~^ ... w^\w;^ ... W2S ..., w~^} . 
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By comparing lengths of words Wj = w~^, ^i •'• ^^n-i = ^^7^ ••• '̂2 ^ 'à^^^ У = 
Therefore Xoc — X and the result follows by induction. 
Since ф^ is an isomorphism, Q is therefore idempotent-separating. 
Hence if neither G nor Я is trivial, Q is an isomorphism of G inv Я upon T, for 
by Result 4.1, G inv Я is in this case fundamental and so admits no non-trivial 
idempotent-separating congruences. 
Suppose Я (or similarly G) is trivial. Then since 5( = G inv {/} here) is generated 
by G and / , every element 5 of S can be written in the form dg for some d e E^ and 
Q e G. If 5Ö G Ej, that is (<:/ö) (Ö^0) e Ej, then ^0 e Ej, since T is £-unitary. But 
Q\G — OQ, an isomorphism, so g = e and 5 e E^. Thus Ö is idempotent — determined, 
that is EjO"'^ = Es. But then 09~^ Ç a, whence öö~^ ^ a n ^ T ç a - n ^ (since в 
is idempotent-separating). But S in £-unitary and so Ö0~^ = t, that is 0 is an iso-
morphism. (Note — in this case if the non-trivial subgroup is infinite G inv Я is in 
fact again fundamental. Otherwise, G inv Я has a kernel isomorphic with G gp Я.) 
This completes the proof of our main theorem: 
Theorem 4.7. / / G and H are any groups, then G inv Я is determined up to iso­
morphism by its lattice of inverse subsemigroups. 
The author does not know whether G inv Я need in general be strongly determined 
by ^(G inv я ) . If, however, G and Я are torsion-free this is the case, as we now show. 
Corollary 4.8. If G and H are torsion-free groups, then every lattice isomorphism 
of G inv Я upon an inverse semigroup T is induced by a unique isomorphism of 
G inv Я upon T. 
Proof. Let Ф : c^(GinvЯ) -> ^(T) be an isomorphism. When G and Я are 
torsion-free, the subgroups G and Я of S'(= GinvЯ) are the only non-trivial 
^-classes [21, Corollary 4.6], whence GФ and НФ are the only non-trivial c}^-classes 
of Г. The partial one-to-one map ф defined in Corollary 1.7 is therefore a bijection, 
of S \ (G u Я) upon T\ {GФ u НФ). But Ö | £5 = ф^ = ф | £, so for all 5 e G u Я. 
{sO) {sOy^ = {ss~^) в = {ss~^) Ф = {sф) {sф)~K Thus sO 0t sф and similary sd ^ sф 
Since Я50 is trivial, sQ = sф. By Proposition 1.6, therefore <s> Ф = s9 for all s e S, 
s Ф G Kj H. But from Proposition 4.5 the same is true if 5 e G or 5 G Я. By Lemma 3.3 
of [17], the isomorphism induces Ф. 
If ф is any isomorphism inducing Ф, let g e G. Then {gefg~^) i// = {gefg~^) ф = 
= {Qefg~'^)0, by Corollary 1.7, that is {дф)к{д\1/)~^ = {дО)к{деу^ (where к = 
= (e/) ф), whence by the arguments preceding Lemma 4.4, дф = дв. Hence 
ij/ \ G = 9Q and similarly ф | Я = ö^. But 9 extends 9Q and 9^ uniquely, so 9 — ij/. 
The arguments of the last paragraph hold in general so if Ф is induced by an 
isomorphism it is induced by a unique one. 
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